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Abstract
A non-classical initial and boundary value problem for a non-homogeneous
one-dimensional heat equation for a semi-inﬁnite material with a zero temperature
boundary condition is studied. It is not a standard heat conduction problem because
a non-uniform heat source dependent on the heat ﬂux at the boundary is considered.
The purpose of this article is to ﬁnd explicit solutions and analyze how to control their
asymptotic temporal behavior through the source term.
Explicit solutions independent of the space or temporal variables, solutions with
separated variables and solutions by an integral representation depending on the
heat ﬂux at the boundary are given. The controlling eﬀects of the source term are
analyzed by comparing the asymptotic temporal behavior of solutions corresponding
to the same problem with and without source term. Finally, a relationship between
the problem considered here with another non-classical problem for the heat
equation is established, and explicit solutions for this second problem are also
obtained.
In this article, we give explicit solutions and analyze how to control them through
the source term for several non-classical heat equation problems. In addition, our
results enable us to compute the asymptotic temporal behavior of the heat ﬂux at the
boundary for each explicit solution obtained. As a consequence of our study, several
solved non-classical problems for the heat equation that can be used for testing new
numerical methods are given.
MSC: 35C05; 35C15; 35C20; 35K55; 45D05; 80A20
Keywords: non-classical heat equation; nonlinear heat conduction problems;
explicit solutions; Volterra integral equations
1 Introduction
We consider a one-dimensional isotropic and homogeneous medium with one inaccessi-
ble boundary (semi-inﬁnite material) under the eﬀects of a temperature controller device
which depends on the heat ﬂux at the accessible boundary (ﬁxed boundary), when the ini-
tial distribution of temperature is known and the temperature at the accessible boundary
is constant in time.More precisely, we study the following non-classical initial and bound-
ary value problem for a non-homogeneous one-dimensional heat equation (Problem P):




, x > , t > , ()
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u(x, ) = h(x), x > , ()
u(, t) = , t > , ()
where u = u(x, t) is the unknown temperature function, deﬁned for x ≥  and t ≥ ,  =
(x), h = h(x) and F = F(V , t) are given functions deﬁned, respectively, for x >  andV ∈R,
t > , and the function h satisﬁes the following compatibility condition:
lim
x→+
h(x) = . ()
This problem ismotivated by the regulation of the temperatureu = u(x, t) through the ef-
fects of the non-uniform heat source –(x)F(ux(, t), t), which provides a heater or cooler
eﬀect depending on the properties of the function F with respect to the heat ﬂux ux(, t)
at the boundary x =  [, ]. For example, if




>  ∀t > ,
then the source term is a cooler when ux(, t) >  and a heater when ux(, t) < . Some
references in this subject are [–].
Our purpose is to ﬁnd explicit solutions to Problem P and study how to control their
asymptotic temporal behavior through the source term –(x)F(ux(, t), t). Exact solutions
to initial and boundary value problems for the heat equation allow us to better understand
qualitative features of the thermal and diﬀusive process under them. In particular, this
knowledge might give us some insights to develop numerical methods dealing with more
complex phenomena related with more complicated equations. Even for cases where a
physical interpretation is not obvious, exact solutions are important because of their use
for testing accuracy, stability and convergence of numerical methods for solving partial
diﬀerential equations without any known analytical solution. In addition, how to control
the asymptotic behavior of solutions to Problem P through the source term in equation ()
gives us some insights about when it is possible to have stationary solutions. It also gives
us a better understanding about how solutions to Problem P are related with the solutions
to the same problem but in absence of source term, that is, with solutions to the problem
where no cooler or heater term is considered.
Problem P for the slab  < x <  was studied in []. Recently, free boundary problems
(Stefan problems) for the non-classical heat equation have been studied in [–], where
some explicit solutions are also given, and a ﬁrst study of non-classical heat conduction
problem for an n-dimensional material was given in []. There exists a large recent scien-
tiﬁc production where exact solutions for heat transfer problems arising from a wide ﬁeld
of applications are given; see, for example, [–]. Numerical schemes for Problem P
were studied in [] when a non-homogeneous boundary condition is considered and nu-
merical solutions are given for two particular choices of data function corresponding to
problems with known explicit solutions.
The organization of the paper is the following. In Section , we give explicit solutions to
Problem P.We split this section into three parts. In the ﬁrst one, we give explicit solutions
which are independent of the space variable x or the temporal variable t. In the second
part, we ﬁnd solutions with separated variables when the functions h = h(x) and  =(x)
are proportional to the solution X = X(x) of a linear initial value problem of second order
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and the function F = F(V , t) is deﬁned from the solution T = T(t) of a non-linear (in gen-
eral) initial value problem of ﬁrst order. As a consequence, we give explicit solutions with
separated variables corresponding to diﬀerent deﬁnitions of the function F . Finally, in the
third part, we ﬁnd solutions by an integral representation which depends on the heat ﬂux
at the boundary x =  [] when F is deﬁned by F(V , t) = νV , with ν > .Moreover, we ﬁnd
explicit expressions for the heat ﬂux at the boundary x =  and for its corresponding solu-
tion to Problem P, when h = h(x) is a potential function and =(x) is given by(x) = λx,
(x) = –μ sinh (λx) or (x) = –μ sin (λx), with λ >  and μ > . For this case, where com-
putations are not trivial, we also give the asymptotic temporal behavior of the heat ﬂux
at x = . In Section , we deal with the problem of ‘controlling’ solutions of Problem P
through the source term –(x)F(ux(, t), t). We compare the asymptotic temporal behav-
ior of each explicit solution u obtained for Problem P with the asymptotic behavior of the
solution u of the same problem but in absence of source term, and we obtain conditions
for the parameters involved in the deﬁnition of –(x)F(V , t) under which the asymptotic
behavior of u can be controlled with respect to the asymptotic behavior of u. Finally, in
Section , we consider another temperature regulation problem in which the thermostat
does not depend on the heat ﬂux at the accessible boundary but on the temperature on
it, and a heat ﬂux condition at the accessible boundary is given instead of a temperature
boundary condition. More precisely, we consider the following problem (Problem P˜):




, x > , t > , ()
v(x, ) = h˜(x), x > , ()
vx(, t) = g˜(t), t > . ()
We recall the relationship between Problems P and P˜ given in [], and we ﬁnd explicit
solutions to Problem P˜ through what we know about Problem P.
2 Explicit solutions for Problem P
2.1 Explicit solutions independent of space or temporal variables
Theorem .
() Problem P does not admit any non-trivial solution independent of the space
variable x.
() If:
(a) F is the zero function and h is deﬁned by
h(x) = ηx, x≥ , ()
with η > ,
or
(b) F is a constant function deﬁned by
F(V , t) = ν, V ∈R, t > , ()
with ν ∈R– {}, and h is a twice diﬀerentiable function such that h() exists and
h′′(x) = ν(x), x > , ()
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then the function u deﬁned by
u(x, t) = h(x), x≥ , t ≥ , ()
is a solution to Problem P independent of the temporal variable t.
Proof
() If Problem P has a solution u independent of the space variable x, then
u(x, t) = u(, t) = , x > , t >  and u(, ) = lim
x→+
h(x) = . ()
Therefore u is the zero function.
() It is easy to check that the function u given in () is a solution to Problem P given in
this item. 
2.2 Explicit solutions with separated variables
Theorem . Let λ,η, δ ∈R – {}. If , h and F are deﬁned by




, t > , ()







sinh (√σx) if σ > ,
δ√|σ | sin (
√|σ |x) if σ < ,
δx if σ = ,
x≥  ()
and T is the solution of the initial value problem




, t > , ()
T() = η, ()
then the function u given by
u(x, t) = X(x)T(t), x≥ , t ≥  ()
is a solution with separated variables to Problem P.
Proof An easy computation shows that the function u given in () is a solution to Prob-
lem P. 
Remark  We note that the deﬁnition of the function X = X(x) given in () is not arbi-
trary. In fact, it is the solution to the following linear initial value problem of second order,
which arises naturally whenwe assume the existence of a solution with separated variables
of the form () to Problem P:
X ′′(x) – σX(x) = , x > , ()
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X() = , ()
X ′() = δ. ()
Under the hypothesis of the previous theorem, the problem of ﬁnding explicit solutions
with separated variables to Problem P reduces to solving the initial value problem ()-
().
With the spirit of exhibiting explicit solutions to Problem P, our next result summarizes
explicit solutions to the initial value problem ()-() corresponding to three diﬀerent
deﬁnitions of the function F .
Proposition . If in Theorem . we consider:
() Function F deﬁned by
F(V , t) = νV , V ∈R, t > , ()
with ν ∈R – {}, then the function T is given by




, t ≥ . ()
() Function F deﬁned by
F(V , t) = f(t) + f(t)V , V ∈R, t > , ()
with f, f ∈ Lloc(R+), then the function T is given by




, t ≥ , ()
where functions g and g are deﬁned by








f(ξ )dξ – στ
)
dτ , t ≥ , ()
g(t) = σ t – λδ
∫ t

f(τ )dτ , t ≥ . ()
() Function F deﬁned by
F(V , t) = Vnf (t), V ∈R, t > , ()
with n < , ≤ f , f ∈ Lloc(R+) and λ, δ and η positive numbers, then the function T is given
by
T(t) = g(t) exp (σ t), t ≥ , ()
where the function g is deﬁned by
g(t) =
(
η–n + λδn(n – )
∫ t

f (τ ) exp
(





, t ≥ . ()
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Proof It follows by the application of the integrating factor method to the initial value
problem ()-(). 
2.3 Explicit solutions obtained from an integral representation
Our next theorem is a restatement of Theorem  in [] for a particular choice of the
function F in Problem P.
Theorem . Let:
() h be a continuously diﬀerentiable function in R+ such that h() exists and there exist
positive numbers 









, ∀x > , ()
()  be a locally Hölder continuous function
and
() F be the function deﬁned by
F = F(V , t) = νV , V ∈R, t > , ()
with ν > .
If there exists a negative monotone decreasing function f = f (t), deﬁned for t > , such that
∫ t
t
R(t – τ )dτ ≥ f (t – t), ∀ < t < t, ()
where R is deﬁned in function of  by () (see below), and
lim
t→+
f (t) = , ()









G(x, t, ξ , τ )(ξ )dξ
)
V (τ )dτ ,
x≥ , t ≥  ()
is a solution to Problem P, where G is the Green function:
G(x, t, ξ , τ ) = K(x, t, ξ , τ ) –K(–x, t, ξ , τ ),  < x,  < ξ ,  < τ < t, ()
K being the fundamental solution of the one-dimensional heat equation
K(x, t, ξ , τ ) = 

√
π (t – τ )
exp
(
–(x – ξ )/(t – τ )
)
,  < x,  < ξ ,  < τ < t, ()
and the function V , deﬁned by
V (t) = ux(, t), t > , ()
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satisﬁes the Volterra integral equation
V (t) = V(t) – ν
∫ t












h′(ξ )dξ , t > , ()
and







(ξ )dξ , t > . ()
Remark  The interest of the previous theorem is that it enables us to ﬁnd an explicit
solution u = u(x, t) to Problem P by ﬁnding the corresponding heat ﬂux ux(, t) at the
boundary x =  as a solution of the integral equation ().
The remainder of this section will be devoted to the study of Problem P when:
() F is given as in (),
() h is deﬁned by
h(x) = ηxm, x > , ()
with η ∈R – {} and m≥ ,
and
()  is given by one of the following expressions:
ϕ(x) = λx, ϕ(x) = –μ sinh (λx) or ϕ(x) = –μ sin (λx), x > , ()
with λ >  and μ > .
It is easy to check that for this choice of functions F , h and , Problem P is under the
hypothesis of the previous theorem (see Appendix ). Therefore, it has the solution u =
u(x, t) given in ().
Proposition . If F , h and  = ϕ are deﬁned as in (), () and (), then the heat ﬂux
at the boundary x =  corresponding to the solution u (see ()) to Problem P is given by
ux(, t) =
{





(m–)/ exp (νλτ )dτ if m > ,














ξ z– exp (–ξ )dξ , z ∈R. ()
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Proof We know from Theorem . that ux(, t) = V (t) satisﬁes the Volterra integral equa-
tion (), where the function V is given by
V(t) = ct(m–)/, t > . ()
Then V (t) is given by (see [])
V (t) = c(m – )
∫ t

τ (m–)/r(τ )dτ , t > , ()
where r satisﬁes the integral equation
r(t) =  – νλ
∫ t

r(τ )dτ , t > , ()
whose solution is given by
r(t) = exp(–νλt), t > . ()
By replacing () in (), we obtain (). 
Corollary . If in Proposition . we consider m an odd number given by m = p+  with
p ∈N, then we have
ux(, t) = p,m(t) – c,m exp (–νλt), t > , ()









c, if m = ,





k! tk + (–)p–) if m≥ ,
t > . ()
Proof It follows by solving the integral in the expression of ux(, t) given in (). We do
not reproduce these calculations here, but only remark the utility of the identity
∫ t












t > ,n ∈N,n≥ ,a ∈R ()
whenm≥ . 
The last corollary enables us to obtain the asymptotic behavior of the heat ﬂux ux(, t) at
the face x =  when t tends to +∞ for an odd numberm. The next result is related to this
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topic. We do not reproduce here the computations involved in its proof, which follows by
taking the limit when t tends to +∞ in the expression of ux(, t) given in Corollary ..
Corollary . If F , h and  = ϕ are deﬁned as in (), () and (), where m is an odd
number, and u is the solution to Problem P, given in (), then:
() if m = , we have
lim
t→+∞ux(, t) = , ()










–∞ if η < ,
+∞ if η > . ()
The main idea in the proof of Proposition . was to ﬁnd a solution for the integral
equation () by ﬁnding a solution of another integral equation, which was easier to solve.
In a more general way, we know that if V satisﬁes the Volterra integral equation (), with
V an inﬁnitely diﬀerentiable function, then V (t) can be written as (see [])
V (t) = V()r(t) +
∫ t

V ′(t – τ )r(τ )dτ , t > , ()
where r satisﬁes the integral equation
r(t) =  – ν
∫ t

R(t – τ )r(τ )dτ , t > , ()
and R is given in (). But this last integral equation is not always easy to solve. Nev-
ertheless, in several cases we can ﬁnd an explicit solution for equation () by a formal
application of the Laplace transform to their both sides. This is the way which led us to
the expressions of ux(, t) when  = ϕ or  = ϕ, given in Propositions . and ..
Proposition . Let F , h and  = ϕ be deﬁned as in (), () and (), and σ = λ +
νμ. Then the heat ﬂux at the boundary x =  corresponding to the solution u (see ()) of
Problem P is given by:








(λ + νμ exp (λσ t)) ifm = ,
cλ
σ
t(m–)/ + c(m–)νμσ exp (λσ t)
× ∫ t τ (m–)/ exp (–λστ )dτ ifm > ,
t > . ()
() If σ = , then
ux(, t) =
{
η( – λt) ifm = ,
ct(m–)/ – cλm+ t(m+)/ ifm > ,
t > . ()
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Proof An easy computation shows that the expressions given in () and () satisfy the
integral equation (). Therefore, they correspond to the heat ﬂux ux(, t) at the boundary
x =  for the solution u of Problem P given in (). 
Corollary . If in Proposition . we consider σ 
=  and m an odd number given by m =
p +  with p ∈N, then we have
ux(, t) = p,m(t) + c,m exp (λσ t), t > , ()
where c,m is given by
c,m =
cνμp!
σ (λσ )p , ()








t – ) if m = ,
c,( λ
σ







k! tk + ) if m≥ ,
t > . ()
Proof It follows by solving the integral in the expression of u given in () and the use of
identity (). 
Corollary . Let F , h and  = ϕ be deﬁned as in (), () and (), with m an odd
number, and σ = λ + νμ. If u is the solution of Problem P, given in (), then:
() If σ 
= , then:






–∞ if σ > ,η < ,
+∞ if σ > ,η > ,
ηλ
σ
if σ < ,
()




–∞ if ση < ,
+∞ if ση > . ()




–∞ if η > ,
+∞ if η < . ()
Proposition . Let F , h and  = ϕ be deﬁned as in (), () and (), and δ = λ –
νμ. Then the heat ﬂux at the boundary x =  corresponding to the solution u (see ()) of
Problem P is given by:
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(λ – νμ exp (–λδt)) ifm = ,
cλ
δ
t(m–)/ – c(m–)νμδ exp (–λδt)
× ∫ t τ (m–)/ exp (λδτ )dτ ifm > ,
t > . ()
() If δ = , then
ux(, t) =
{
η( + λt) ifm = ,
ct(m–)/ + cλm+ t(m+)/ ifm > ,
t > . ()
Proof The proof of () and () follows by replacing λ by –λ and σ by δ in the proof of
Proposition .. 
Corollary . If in Proposition . we consider δ 
=  and m an odd number given by m =
p +  with p ∈N, then we have
ux(, t) = p,m(c) + c,m exp (–λδt), t > , ()












t – ) if m = ,
–c,( λ
δ







k! tk + ) if m≥ ,
t > . ()
Proof It follows by solving the corresponding integral in expression () and the use of
identity (). 
Corollary . Let F , h and  = ϕ be deﬁned as in (), () and (), with m an odd
number, and δ = λ – νμ. If u is the solution of Problem P, given in (), then:
() If δ 
= , then:






–∞ if δ < ,η < ,
+∞ if δ < ,η > ,
ηλ
δ
if δ > ,
()




–∞ if η < ,
+∞ if η >  ()
and
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–∞ if δη < ,
+∞ if δη > . ()




–∞ if η < ,
+∞ if η > . ()
The next result is related to the behavior of the heat ﬂux ux(, t) at the face x =  when
t tends to +, and shows that it is independent of the choice of  as any of the functions
given in ().






η if m = ,
 if m > ,
()
where u is the solution of Problem P given in ().
Proof It follows straightforwardly by computing the limit for the expression of ux(, t)
given in Propositions ., . or ., according the deﬁnition of . 
Weend this section by giving explicit solutions to eachProblemP.The proofs of the three
following propositions follow from Theorem . and Corollary ., . or ., according
to the deﬁnition of  (see Appendix ).
Proposition . If F , h and  = ϕ are deﬁned as in (), () and (), where m is an odd
number given by m = p + , with p ∈N, then the function u deﬁned by
u(x, t) = u(x, t) – ν(x)
∫ t

V (τ )dτ , x≥ , t ≥  ()













(t)kxm–k , x≥ , t ≥ , ()
and V (t) = ux(, t) is given by ().
Remark  Ifm = , polynomial p,m(x) is deﬁned by p,m(x) = , x > .
Proposition . If F , h and  = ϕ are deﬁned as in (), () and (), where σ 
=  and
m is an odd number given by m = p + , with p ∈N, then the function u deﬁned by









dτ , x≥ , t ≥  ()
is a solution to Problem P, where u and V (t) = ux(, t) are given by () and ().
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Remark  Ifm = , polynomial p,m(x) is deﬁned by p,m(x) = νλσ , x > .
Proposition . If F , h and  = ϕ are deﬁned as in (), () and (), where δ 
=  and
m is an odd number given by m = p + , with p ∈N, then the function u deﬁned by









dτ , x≥ , t ≥  ()
is a solution to Problem P, where u and V (t) = ux(, t) are given by () and ().
Remark  Ifm = , polynomial p,m(x) is deﬁned by p,m(x) = νλδ , x > .
3 The controlling problem
This section is devoted to studying the eﬀects introduced by the source term –F in the
asymptotic temporal behavior of the solution u to each Problem P considered in this pa-
per. In particular, this will enable us to control the long term temporal behavior of the
temperature u by imposing suitable speciﬁcations on the thermostat device through an
appropriate choice of the coeﬃcients involved in the deﬁnition of –F . We will carry out
our study by comparing the asymptotic behavior of u with the asymptotic behavior of the
solution u to Problem P in the absence of control (Problem P):
ut(x, t) – uxx(x, t) = , x > , t > , ()
u(x, ) = h(x), x > , ()
u(, t) = , t > . ()
The study of controlling the solution to Problem P through its source term was done
in [] when  is identically equal to , F = F(V ) is a diﬀerentiable function of one real
variable which satisﬁes:
() VF(V )≥ , ∀V ∈R,
() F() = ,
() F is convex in (, +∞),
() limV→+∞ F ′(V ) = κ > ,
and h is a non-negative, continuous and bounded function. They proved that under these
hypotheses, both u and u converge to  when t tends to +∞ and the control term F has a
stabilizing eﬀect because limt→+∞ u(x,t)u(x,t) = , that is, u converges faster to  than u. None
of the cases studied in the previous sections fulﬁll the hypothesis for, F and h established
in [].
With the aim of supplementing the results given in [], we will carry out our analysis
under conditions which lead us to functions F depending on only one real variable, that
is, F = F(V ).
Next Theorems ., . and . are respectively related with the results obtained in Sec-
tions ., . and ..
Remark For all Problems P studied in this paper, ProblemP has the solution u deﬁned
by []




G(x, t, ξ , )h(ξ )dξ , x≥ , t ≥ , ()
where G is the Green function deﬁned in ().
Theorem . Let  be identically equal to , F be a constant function deﬁned by
F(V ) = ν, V ∈R, ()
with ν ∈R – {}, and h be a quadratic function deﬁned by
h(x) = νx
 + ax, x≥ , ()
with a ∈R.
For the solution u to Problem P given in (), we have
lim
t→+∞u(x, t) =∞, ∀x > . ()
Furthermore, there exists a solution u to Problem P such that
lim
t→+∞u(x, t) = h(x), ∀x > . ()
Proof By computing the integral in () for the function h given in (), we have that the





















+ ax, x > , t > . ()
By taking the limit when t tends to +∞, we have ().
Since functions , F and h are under the hypothesis of Theorem ., we know that the
function u given by
u(x, t) = h(x), x≥ , t ≥ , ()
is a solution to Problem P, which satisﬁes (). 
Theorem . Let , h and F be deﬁned by




, t > , ()







sinh (√σx) if σ > ,
δ√|σ | sin (
√|σ |x) if σ < ,
δx if σ = ,
x > 
and T is the solution of the initial value problem ()-()




, t > 
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T() = η,
with λ,η, δ ∈R – {}.






h(x) if σ = ,
∞ if σ > ,
 if σ < ,
∀x > . ()
Furthermore:
() If F is deﬁned by
F(V ) = νV , V ∈R, ()






h(x) if γ = σ ,
∞ if γ < σ ,
 if γ > σ ,
∀x >  if γ ≥ σ or ∀x > /h(x) 
=  if γ < σ , ()








∞ if γ < ,
 if γ > ,
∀x >  if σ ≥  or ∀x > /h(x) 
=  if σ < . ()
() If F is deﬁned by
F(V ) = νVn, V ∈R, ()
with ν >  and n < , and we consider λ > , η >  and δ > , then there exists a solution u






 if σ < ∨  < n < ,
θh(x) if σ < ∧ n = ,
∞ if σ ≥ ∨ (σ < ∧ n < ),
∀x >  if σ < ∧ ≤ n <  or ∀x > /h(x) 
=  if σ ≥ ∨ (n < ∧ σ < ), ()








∞ if σ ≤ ,
 – λμδn
ση–n if σ > ,
∀x >  if σ ≥  or ∀x > /h(x) 
=  if σ < . ()
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Proof By computing the integral in () for the function h given in (), we obtain that the
solution u to Problem P given in () is deﬁned by
u(x, t) = h(x) exp
(|σ |t), ∀x > , t > . ()
By taking the limit when t tends to +∞, we have ().
() Since, h and F are under the hypothesis of Corollary ., we know that the function
u given by
u(x, t) = ηX(x) exp
(
(σ – γ )t
)
, ∀x > , t >  ()
is a solution to Problem P, which satisﬁes (). Finally, the proof of () follows straight-
forwardly by computing the limit from the explicit expressions of u and u given in ()
and ().
() It follows in the same manner as the proof of the previous item. 
We see from the previous theorem that it is possible to control a solution to Problem P
through the parameters involved in the deﬁnition of the source term –F . When F(V ) =
νV , we can increase (γ <  < σ ) or decrease ( < γ < σ ) the velocity of convergence to ∞
for u with respect to the velocity of convergence for u. We also can stabilize the problem
by doing u tending to a constant value ( < σ ≤ γ ) when u is going to ∞. When F(V ) =
νVn, we can decrease (σ >  and  = λμδn
ση–n ) or maintain (σ >  and  
= λμδ
n
ση–n ) the velocity
of convergence to ∞ for u with respect to the velocity of convergence for u. We also can
decrease the velocity of convergence to  for u with respect to the velocity of convergence
for u (σ < ).
Theorem . Let  be deﬁned by one of the expressions given in ()
ϕ(x) = λx, ϕ(x) = –μ sinh (λx) or ϕ(x) = –μ sin (λx), x > ,
where λ >  and μ > , F is deﬁned by
F = F(V ) = νV , V ∈R, ()
with ν >  and h is deﬁned as in ()
h(x) = ηxm, x > ,
where η ∈R – {} and m is an odd number given by m = p + , with p ∈N.




h(x) if m = ,
∞ if m > , ∀x > . ()
Furthermore:




 if m = ,
∞ if m > , ∀x > . ()








 if m = ,
r(x) if m > ,
∀x > , ()
r(x) being a rational function in the variable x.
() If  = ϕ, then there exists a solution u to Problem P which satisﬁes
lim






=∞, ∀x > . ()
() If  = ϕ, then there exists a solution u to Problem P which satisﬁes
lim








r(x) if δ > ,
∞ if δ ≤ , ∀x > , ()
where r(x) is a rational function in the variable x.
Proof It follows in the same manner as the proofs of Theorems . and .. 
From the previous theorem, we see again that there exist several cases where we can
control a solution to Problem P through the source term –F .
4 Explicit solutions for Problem ˜P
In this section we consider Problem P˜ given in ()-() with the aim of ﬁnding exact so-
lutions. This problem corresponds to another temperature regulation problem where the
temperature controller device depends on the temperature at the ﬁxed boundary of the
material instead of the heat ﬂux on it, and a heat ﬂux initial condition is known in place
of a temperature condition.
The following theorem states a relationship between Problems P and P˜ given in ()-(),
and it was proved in [].
Theorem . If u is a solution to Problem P, where h and  are diﬀerentiable functions
in R+, then the function v deﬁned by
v(x, t) = ux(x, t), x≥ , t ≥  ()
is a solution to Problem P˜ when F˜ , ˜, h˜ and g˜ are deﬁned by




, t > ,
˜(x) =′(x), x > , h˜(x) = h′(x), x > .
()
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We see from Theorem . that we can ﬁnd exact solutions to Problem P˜ from exact
solutions to another temperature regulation problem which has the form of Problem P.
We end this section by giving explicit solutions for some particular cases of Problem P˜.
Proposition . Let g˜ be the zero function and:
()
(a) F˜ be the zero function and h˜ be a constant function, or
(b) F˜ be a constant function deﬁned by
F˜(V , t) = k, V ∈R, t > , ()





˜(ξ )dξ , x > . ()
Then the function v deﬁned by
v(x, t) = h˜(x), x≥ , t ≥  ()
is a solution to Problem P˜ independent of the temporal variable t.
() F˜ be given by (), () or (), that is:
F(V , t) = νV , V ∈R, t > , with ν ∈R – {},
F(V , t) = f(t) + f(t)V , V ∈R, t > , with f, f ∈ Lloc(R+), or
F(V , t) = Vnf (t), V ∈R, t > , with n < , f ∈ Lloc(R+), f >  and λ, δ,η > ,
and h˜ and ˜ be deﬁned by
h˜(x) = ηX˜(x) and ˜(x) = λX˜(x), t > , ()





δ cosh (√σ )x if σ > ,
δ cos (
√|σ |)x if σ < ,
δ if σ = ,
x > , ()
λ,η, δ ∈R – {}.
Then the function v deﬁned by
v(x, t) = X˜(x)T˜(t), x≥ , t ≥  ()
is a solution with separated variables to Problem P˜, where T˜ is the solution of the initial
value problem ()-().
() F˜ be deﬁned as in ()
F = F(V , t) = νV , V ∈R, t > ,
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with ν > , h˜ be deﬁned as
h˜(x) = η˜xl, x > , ()
with η˜ ∈R – {} and l ≥ , and ˜ be given by one of the following expressions:
ϕ˜(x) = λ˜x, ϕ(x) = –μ˜ cosh (λ˜x) or ϕ(x) = –μ˜ cos (λ˜x), x > , ()
with λ˜ >  and μ˜ > . Then the function v deﬁned by
v(x, t) = ux(x, t), x≥ , t ≥  ()
is a solution to Problem P˜, where u is given by () if ˜ = ϕ˜, by () if ˜ = ϕ˜ or by () if
˜ = ϕ˜.
Proof It follows from the previous theorem and the explicit solutions to Problem P ob-
tained in Section . 
5 Conclusions
In this paper we consider a non-classical initial and boundary value problem for a non-
homogeneous one-dimensional heat equation which represents a temperature regulation
problem for a semi-inﬁnite homogeneous isotropic medium where the temperature con-
troller device depends on the heat ﬂux at the ﬁxed boundary, an initial temperature dis-
tribution is known and the temperature at the ﬁxed boundary is constant in time.We ﬁnd
explicit solutions for several cases of this problem, which, in particular, enables us to give
explicit formulae for the heat ﬂux at the boundary and to compute its asymptotic temporal
behavior.
We also analyze how the source term aﬀects the asymptotic temporal behavior of each
explicit solution u obtained in this paper by comparing the limits of u and the solution u
to the same problem but in absence of source term. As a result, we obtain conditions on
the parameters involved in the deﬁnition of the source term that enables us to control the
solutions u with respect to u. In particular, we give conditions on data functions under
which stationary solutions exist.
By giving a relationship between the problem considered here with another related non-
classical heat equation problem, we obtain explicit solutions for several particular cases of
another temperature regulation problem where the thermostat depends on the tempera-
ture at the ﬁxed boundary of the material instead on the heat ﬂux on it, and a heat ﬂux
initial condition is known in place of a temperature condition.
As a consequence of our study, several solved non-classical problems for the heat equa-
tion that can be used for testing new numerical methods are given. In addition, exact
solutions given in this article also provide reference values for comparisons in laboratory
experiments.
Appendix 1: Problem P is under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.3
Let Problem P with F and h given as in () and (), respectively, and  deﬁned by any of
the expressions ϕ, ϕ or ϕ given in ().
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() It is clear that h is a continuously diﬀerentiable function such that h() exists. We
also have
∣∣h(x)
∣∣ = |η|xm ≤ |η|(x + )m ≤ |η| exp (mx), ∀x > . ()
Then inequality () holds with 
 = , c =m and c = |η|.
() It is easy to check that each of the functions ϕ given in () is uniformly Hölder
continuous, with Hölder exponent α = , on any compact set K ⊂R.
() Hypothesis  holds because of the deﬁnition of Problem P.
Furthermore, we have:
(i) If  = ϕ, then
R(t) = λ, t > . ()
Then inequality () holds with a function f deﬁned by
f (t) = –λt, t > . ()
(ii) If  = ϕ, then




, t > . ()
Then inequality () holds with a function f deﬁned by









, t > . ()
(iii) If  = ϕ, then




, t > . ()
Then inequality () holds with a function f deﬁned by







, t > . ()
Appendix 2: Proof of Propositions 2.5, 2.6 and 2.7
Let Problem P with F and h given as in () and (), respectively, and  given by any of
the expressions in ().
2.1 Computation of
∫ +∞
0 G(x, t, ξ , 0)h(ξ )dξ
By the deﬁnitions of the functions G and h given in () and (), respectively, we have
∫ +∞















–(x + ξ )/t
))
ξm dξ . ()
We ﬁrst compute
∫ +∞
 exp (–(x – ξ )/t)ξm dξ .
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ζ k dζ . ()



















































































































, x > . ()
2.2 Computation of
∫ +∞
0 G(x, t, ξ ,τ )(ξ )dξ


















–(x + ξ )/(t – τ )
))
ξ dξ . ()
By replacing t by (t – τ ), η by λ andm by  in the precedent calculation, we have
∫ +∞

G(x, t, ξ , τ )ϕ(ξ )dξ = ϕ(x), x > . ()


















–(x + ξ )/(t – τ )
))
sinh (λξ )dξ . ()
We ﬁrst compute
∫ +∞
 exp (–(x – ξ )/(t – τ )) sinh (λξ )dξ .
By doing the change of variables ζ = (x – ξ )/
√





















ζ  + λ
√
t – τζ = (ζ + λ
√
t – τ ) – λ(t – τ ) ()
and doing the change of variables σ = ζ + λ
√
t – τ , we have

√












t – τ exp
(














t – τ exp
(














π (t – τ ) exp
(
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π (t – τ ) exp
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π (t – τ )
 exp
(



































π (t – τ )
 exp
(




























G(x, t, ξ , τ )ϕ(ξ )dξ = exp
(
λ(t – τ )
)
ϕ(x), x > . ()


















–(x + ξ )/(t – τ )
))
sin (λξ )dξ . ()
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We ﬁrst compute
∫ +∞
 exp (–(x – ξ )/(t – τ )) sin (λξ )dξ .
By doing the change of variables ζ = (x – ξ )/
√

















× (sin (λx) cos (λ√t – τζ ) – cos (λx) sin (λ√t – τζ ))dζ . ()









































ζ – α i
))
, ()





















































































π (t – τ )
 exp
(








































i cos (λx) +  sin (λx)
)
. ()
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π (t – τ )
 exp
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G(x, t, ξ , τ )ϕ(ξ )dξ = exp
(
–λ(t – τ )
)
ϕ(x), x > . ()
The proofs of Propositions ., . and . follow from the expression for u given in
(), the expression for
∫ +∞
 G(x, t, ξ , )h(ξ )dξ obtained in () and the expression for∫ +∞
 G(x, t, ξ , τ )(ξ )dξ obtained in (), () and (), respectively.
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